==INSTRUCTIONS FOR HOW TO USE PROGRAM==

The top of the file has two relevant constants: BOARD and SPEC_D. If you want to see a specific character on a specific board, set BOARD equal to the board id (Domino Ruins=0, Powder Keg=1, Megafruit=2, Tower=3), and set SPEC_D equal to your special dice block of choice (in format: [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6], with your six sides). There are some other options, but these are the only ones you NEED. Once everything is set, click run. The output looks complicated, but here’s how to read it:

	The first two lines (PROBABILITIES) are just a set of numbers. The first one is the chance of landing on an ally space on turn X or sooner, when optimized for getting an ally by turn 6. The second one is the chance of landing on an ally space for turn X or sooner, when optimized for turn X. If you want an ally by the final turn, the top numbers are the accurate ones (and are what we used), as the bottom ones don’t take latter turns into account (but that might be useful to some). The first number should always be the same for both, but the latter ones are slightly larger. The rest of the data is for determining what the optimal path is- this is the actual calculation.
	SPLIT PATH DATA gives information about what to do when your character reaches a fork in the road. There should be a comment denoting which paths are being analyzed, and the number all the way to the right should denote how far from start the space is. The (6?) numbers represent the value of the space on turns 1-6, respectively. Higher numbers are better (The letters don’t mean anything). For example: Let’s say I’m a Dry Bones on Whomp’s Domino Ruins. On turn 3, I rolled a 6, and will land on a space 8 from start. Even though it’s turn 3 right now, it’ll be turn 4 next time I roll the dice, so that’s the data I’ll be looking for. The 12 path has value 15984, and the 10 path (not-12 path) has value 11664. Therefore, because 159k84>11664, the optimal strategy would be to stay on the 12 path in this case. On Kamek’s board, each turn is represented by two numbers; the first is if you still have a mushroom, and the second is if it’s already been used (you don’t have it).

The third set (CONFLICT SPACES) shows detailed information about conflict spaces, or spaces where the optimal dice block changes depending on the current turn (i.e. “use your special dice here, unless it’s turn 6; then use your standard dice”). Not all characters have them, but if they do then they’ll show up.
	Finally, ALL SPACES tells which dice block to use on each space. For example: [[‘STA’], [‘STA’], [‘CUS’]…] means use the standard dice block when 0 or 1 from start, and the custom (special) dice block when 2 from start. But it gets way more complicated than that, so let’s take a look:
	Different paths are separated by braces: [[STA], [CUS],… [L]], [[STA]…], and so forth. Each board has exactly three paths by coincidence, which are:
	Whomp’s- [12 path][10 path][6 path]

Powder Kig- [left-19 path][left-20 path][right path]
Megafruit-[left path][right path] [starting islands]
	Tower- [24 path][18 path][19 path]
	Within each path, the first space is start, and all future spaces represent X spaces away from start (i.e. the 4th one is 3 from start). The only exception is Megafruit, because the first two paths are on the far islands and therefore not connected to start. The first space there is the green pipe’s exit.
[‘A’, ‘0’] or [‘A’, ‘1’] means the path hasn’t split yet (i.e. the 12 path and 10 path might still be the same thing)- look to a different path for data.
	[‘L’] means the space is an ally space. ‘H’ or ‘F’ means it’s an event (happening) space, though those generally won’t show up because you can’t generally roll dice there.
	[‘’] or [‘N/A’] means the optimal strategy won’t roll dice there at all so there’s no point in displaying which dice to use. Set SHOW_ALL to true at the top of the file if you want to get rid of these. 
 [‘EIT’] means either dice block is equally useful.
	If you see multiple items for a space, such as [‘’, ‘C’, ‘C’, ‘S’, ‘S’, ‘E’], that means it’s a conflict space- you need to know which turn it is to determine your dice block. In the case above, use the special dice on turn 2-3, standard dice on turn 4-5, and either one will work on turn 6. C=CUS, S=STA, and E=EIT.
	[‘MST’], [‘MCS’], and [‘MET’] represent the standard, special, and either dice blocks, respectively, when given the aid of a mushroom. These are exclusive to Kamek’s Tantalizing Tower, as that’s the only board w/a mushroom. On conflict spaces, they are SM, CM, and EM.
	Speaking of Tower, their data is represented a bit differently- each space is given two dice blocks, such as [‘MST’, ‘CUS’]. The first is your dice block if you have a mushroom, and the second is your dice if you don’t have the mushroom. Generally, this board assumes you bought the mushroom from the store at the beginning.

That should be it. This program (and this guide) was written by /u/Natnew32. If you have any questions or concerns, direct them to him (me).

